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Rabbits (wands)
I Creativity, a new idea, a new philosophy, career.
II Two passions, a choice, follow your instincts.
III News coming, a change in the air, an arrival.
IV A stable home, a place of safety rest, recover.
V Competition, effort requiring skill, conflict.
VI Cleverness, triumph, success and adoration.
VII Don’t give up, success is around the corner.
VIII Bravery, confidence, thoughtful action,
IX Make an extra effort, to draw on the reserves.
X Hard work, repetitive tasks, bleak outlook.
Rabbit Kit A younger person, high energy and intelligence. A
message, new philosophy or idea.
Knight A charismatic figure, popular and always on the move. A
journey without a clear direction.
Queen A strong woman, attractive, confidant and charismatic.
Passionate, the center of attention.
King A philosophical man, confidant, brave and charismatic.
Passionate yet stoic and logical.
Crows (Pentacles)
I A new idea, spark of creativity, a new passion.
II A struggle, uncertainty, keep the goal in sight.
III Success in work , achieving of a goal, results.
IV Guarding wealth, holding on, materialism.
V Unforeseen loss, feelings of bad luck, worry.
VI Generosity, working together, mutual benefit.
VII Waiting, patience, nurturing, perseverance.
VIII Learning, apprenticeships, study.
IX Luxury, enjoyment, wealth abundance.
X Prosperity, security and good luck. A bonus.
Crow Chick A creative, studious youth, hard working. A message
about money.
Knight An intense person, moody, dark, highly intelligent, a loner.
A long difficult journey.
Queen A powerful, bright woman, quick to laugh and enjoy herself.
Hard working, generous.
King A man of authority, boss or father figure. Hard working,
independent, loyal, powerful.
Foxes (cups)
I Inspiration, a new love, a feeling of peace.
II Attraction, two like minded, soul mates.
III A celebration, expression of joy, get together.
IV Sadness, depression, satiation and malaise.
V Stalemate, loss, blindness, giving up.
VI Nostalgia, the past , childhood memories.
VII Choices, decisions, waiting, change.
VIII A loss, a trip, journey, unexpected path.
IX Good luck, fortune, confidence and creativity.
X Youth, daydreams, fanciful ideas, romance.
Fox Kit A romantic, gentle youth, daydreamer. A message about
love or romance.
Knight An individual in love, someone on a romantic journey.
Follow your heart.
Queen A strong woman mysterious, powerful. Emotional, intuitive,
nurturing, affectionate.
King A gentle man, giving, generous and sensitive. Family
oriented, seeks comfort.

Badgers (swords)
I A new idea, endeavor, or creative pursuit.
II A compromise, sudden temporary shift.
III A conflict, argument, difficulty. Heated words.
IV Quiet, meditation and contemplation.
V Loss, pointless struggle, avoidance, frustration.
VI A change of outlook, scenery, helpful luck.
VII Stealing, a thief, deception that creates gain.
VIII Fear, hard choices, stalemate, uncertainty.
IX Hiding, frenzied, unreasonable reactions.
X End of a journey, find a new path, direction.
Badger Kit A youngster driven by curiosity, excited about the a
message about an idea.
Knight An intelligent head strong individual, passionate and loyal
as a friend, overbearing.
Queen A smart, knowledgeable woman with a logical mind. Loves
difficult things and puzzles.
King A fair level headed man, capable of fairness and equanimity.
Strict yet calm.
0-Fool (squirrel) An impulsive individual, foolish actions, or
unfounded optimism. Easily distracted or influenced risky efforts.
I -Magician (raccoon) A clever idea, new endeavor, or a skilled
professional. Slight of hand, deception that creates loss, deception.
2-Sorceress (groundhog) Internal workings, mystery and secrets.
Facts or ideas that have not yet come to light. Information withheld.
3-Empress (bear and cubs) A powerful woman, mother, person of
authority, boss. Kind, fierce when provoked. Feminine beauty.
4- Emperor (bear) A man in charge, in a position of authority.
Charismatic, energetic, impatient, aggressive, dangerous.
5-Hierophant (wild boar) An enigmatic individual, the unknown,
ruled by obscure dreams and omens, small events, signs.
6-Lovers (chipmunks) Love, a relationship, strong emotions, an
individual in love. Empathy, caring, infatuation, jealousy.
7-Chariot (rat, swan) Motion, moving forward, onward. A sudden,
unavoidable change, a trip, emotional decision. Quick action.
8-Strength (cougar, fawn) Mind over matter, success over
difficulties. Physical strength, courage to overcome, fortitude.
9-Hermit (opossum) To be alone, to meditate, sit in contemplation,
soul searching. Withdrawal, escapism, depression, loneliness.
10-Wheel of Fortune (mouse) Fortune, luck, kismet, chance and
fate. Changes, destiny, good news, bonus, chance meeting.
11-Justice (hound) Fairness, focus on the facts. Following to a
logical and balanced conclusion. A necessary outcome.
12-Hanged Bird (hanged man) (sparrow) Trapped, stasis,
suspension of struggle, denial. Being held back, stubbornness.
13-Death (buffalo) Death, ending, a transformation from one state
to another. A glimpse of the ever changing. Unexpected event.
14-Temperance (doe) Balance, moderation, not taking things to
extremes, not overindulging. Balancing two opposites.
15-Devil (goat) Temptation, giving in to unhealthy vises, pleasures,
gratification. Wild behavior, selfish actions, unrestrained ambition.
16-Tower (hare) A shaking the foundation, a visitor, ending
relationship, a scandal, a shocking event, tearing down.
17-Star (white stag) Hope, the future. Light in darkness,
inspiration. Foretelling good things, intuition, trusting instincts.
18-Moon (wolf) The subconscious, dreams, desires, the ever
changing landscape. Fickle emotions, subconscious influences.
19-Sun (big horned sheep) Happiness, new beginnings, fresh
ideas, pleasure in the every day. A happy outcome.
20-Judgement (badger) A wake up call. Call to arms, a time to
confess or a time to make amends. To forgive, or seek forgiveness.
21-World (oak tree) Everything. Life, the obtainment of knowledge,
end of a quest, beginning of renewal, a new journey, completion.

